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Green Lantern writer Geoffrey Thorne discusses the major changes that have come to the title under his pen, along with an exclusive preview of #4.
Geoffrey Thorne Talks Blowing Up – Sometimes Literally – “Green Lantern”
Space Jam: A New Legacy - The Game is a brand new arcade game coming exclusively to Xbox. The game is based on the movie of the same name, and features LeBron James, Bugs Bunny, and the rest of ...
Space Jam: A New Legacy is getting a video game, and it's an Xbox exclusive
Sunday was filled with dozens of game announcements. Among the reveals that got a massive amount of attention was Marvel's Guardians of the Galaxy, the latest effort from Square Enix and Eidos ...
Marvel's Guardians of the Galaxy looks like what Marvel's Avengers should have been
Don Cheadle was a key player in putting a modern spin on “Space Jam.” The actor stars in “Space Jam: A New Legacy” as Al G. Rhythm, a sinister artificial intelligence unit that assembles a roster of ...
Don Cheadle and director Malcolm D. Lee share how ‘Space Jam: A New Legacy’ brings the classic franchise into the digital age
Lola Marie may be young, but she's already made a massive impact on the world — and she's far from finished. At 8 years old, Lola created her nail polish line, Lola Marie Polish, as a way to bring joy ...
9-Year-Old Girl Who Was Bullied Because She Has Spina Bifida Launches Her Own Nail Polish Line
"The Tomorrow War" star Yvonne Strahovski revealed her pregnancy baby bump on the movie premiere carpet Wednesday night. The Emmy-nominated Australian actress and "Handmaid's Tale" star, 38, showed ...
'Tomorrow War' star Yvonne Strahovski reveals pregnancy, shows off baby bump at premiere
The past year has been a weird one for movies. Theaters, for the most part, were closed. Even when they started to reopen, attendance was low. Studios began releasing movies on premium VOD rather ...
The 10 Most Anticipated Movies of the Summer
When LeBron and his young son, Dom, are trapped in a digital space, LeBron must get them home safely by leading Bugs, Lola Bunny and ... Squad,” in 2016. “Guardians of the Galaxy” filmmaker ...
Shot-in-Oklahoma film 'Stillwater' among summer movie offerings in 2021
Hattie Varley for her England Talent Phase 1 selection and for being selected to swim for the Lancashire County Team. Lola Cragg has also been selected for the Lancashire County Swimming ...
Burnley Bobcats' new coach is looking forward to the challenge
When both LeBron and his son, Dom, are trapped in the digital realm by a rogue AI, LeBron must get them home safe by leading Bugs, Lola Bunny, Porky, Daffy, and the whole gang of Looney Tunes ...
Porky Pig Raps In Bizarre New Space Jam: A New Legacy Clip
During Square Enix’s E3 2021 showcase, the publisher announced Marvel’s Guardians of the Galaxy, the latest Marvel game from the company. Developed by Eidos-Montreal, Marvel’s Guardians of ...
Marvel's Guardians of the Galaxy game revealed by Square Enix, releases this October
The show's second box set contains all of this week's episodes, which are due to air twice on Monday (June 28) and twice again on Thursday (July 1). Lola will be horrified when Isaac takes her to ...
EastEnders airs sad development in Isaac's story
As information technology creeps into every aspect of life, one can’t help but look at the people controlling that technology (corporations, government agencies) with a wary eye. The modern ...
The 52 best shows on Amazon Prime Video right now
Annals of Wyoming: The Wyoming History Journal 85, no. 1 (2013): 2-21. Levitz, Paul. The Silver Age of DC Comics: 1956-1970. Taschen, 2013. Thompson, Claudia D. “Preserving Wyoming’s Story: Lola ...
Products of Research at the AHC
Fans have sounded off on social media around Lola Bunny's voice after a Space ... Naomi Watts from security guard James Gunn fired from Guardians of the Galaxy 3 by Disney over offensive tweets ...
‘It doesn’t seem right’: Fans react to Zendaya as Lola Bunny in Space Jam: A New Legacy
Titled The Bunny & The GOAT, the teaser includes interviews with film stars LeBron James, Al G Rhythm (Don Cheadle), Bugs Bunny, Daffy Duck and more about the events of the film – and it gives ...
Space Jam: A New Legacy debuts Spider-Man star Zendaya's take on Lola Bunny
It might shock many to learn that the decommissioned Plattsburgh Air Force Base (closed in 1995) has PFAS contamination at over 1 million ppt ... should serve as the guardians for future ...
Marguerite Adelman: Vermont PFAS legislation is only a beginning
Xbox announced that Space Jam: A New Legacy – The Game will head to Xbox consoles on July 1 for Xbox Game Pass Ultimate members ... the beloved Looney Tunes characters Bugs Bunny and Lola Bunny and ...
The name’s James, Lebron James — Space Jam: A New Legacy – The Game heads to Xbox next month
Hitting theaters and HBO Max July 16, other fan-favorite Hollywood stars who will appear alongside the Lakers small forward include Zendaya – who voices Lola ... his “Guardians of the Galaxy ...
Film preview: Summer films bring an abundance of bright visuals, action scenes to life
Aptly titled Space Jam: A New Legacy -- The Game, it's coming exclusively to Xbox Game Pass Ultimate on July 1 before releasing ... game starring Bugs Bunny, Lola Bunny, and LeBron James.

They told us to walk away from our love, But we couldn't... And now the world is burning. One angel, The human he fell for, An impossible mission that could cost them everything...Will they survive? Jump into the exquisite world created by NEW YORK TIMES & USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR Lola Stvil, Giving you a fresh take on the classic Good vs. Evil end of the world Battle.
(THIS BOOK HAS SPOILERS, SO IT IS BEST TO READ AFTER BOOK 1: THE GIRL) Please note this is a book of short stories about the Guardians and their lives before the mission. This book is 20k words long and has nine short stories including *Julian's Core *Rio's secret crush *Julian & Femi's first meeting *The days & nights of Tony-Tone and more...
Fifteen-year-old Shay Summers is trying to cope with the death of her father, being overweight, and threats from a girl bully in school. When she falls in love with Blake, a mysterious boy online, insecure Shay doesn't want to tell him who she is. But with the help of her two best friends, as well as an assist by Kermit and Miss Piggy, ultimately Shay and Blake’s love prevails. Girls Like Me is a fun and fresh poetic take on teen angst, social media and online anonymity, and
high school romance.
"The Guardians will discover where the Triplex is located. Unfortunately, in order to retrieve it, a terrible sacrifice has to be made. Can Marcus summon up the courage required to save Humanity? Will Marcus and Emmy's love survive the brutal reality of the Angel world?"--Page 4 of cover.
A team divided... A leader in turmoil... A love tested... Now, its the heroes who need saving...
Nia is a romance bookshop owner who has lost faith in love. So when she meets her new neighbor, she ignores the butterflies in her stomach and reminds herself that love is only in books. However NYPD's Walker Hale isn't about to let her get away. Let the chase begin! This sweet and funny romance has lots of twists and steamy turns. There is a happy ending but these two are going to have to work for it!
Everyone on the battlefield stops to focus on us. Both sides are too taken by the match to do anything else. Malakaro looks at me from across the circle with malice and fury. I return his gaze, matching his ire. He begins to move around the circle slowly. He addresses me in his usual calm voice. “Are you sure you’re ready for this, little sis?” he asks. “Bring it..." One thing is clear: one of us will die today...
An emotionally scarred beauty who has closed the door on love... ...isn’t ready for a hardened cop who wants to be her hero. Is she destined for a lonely life, or is there hope for her frozen heart? Winter’s latest nightmare of a date gets worse with an ex-boyfriend sighting - the same jerk who betrayed her trust. Desperate to escape, she wiggles out a bathroom window to avert a crisis, only to crash into a bigger one. Winter falls into a police stakeout and lands in the arms of
handsome NYPD homicide detective Wyatt. He’s furious at the distraction, but can’t take his eyes off her. As the tension between them heightens, he needs to figure out how to romance a stubborn ice queen and make her melt. Will his efforts be in vain, or can he fight through her defenses so real love can salvage them both? If you swoon for romances by Megan March, Penelope Ward, or Lara Swann you’ll flip for Lola Stvil! Find out why excited readers are saying
“I plan on telling everyone I know about this story!” Don’t wait. Click the DOWNLOAD button now! Books in the "Hunter Brothers" series (All stand alone novels and can be read in any order) Anything For Love (The Hunter Brothers, book 1) Anything For Her (The Hunter Brothers, book 2) Anything For Us (The Hunter Brothers, book 3) Anything For Them (The Hunter Brothers, book 4) Anything For Family (The Hunter Brothers, book 5)

"After speaking to the other angels on the team, I hang up my cell and sigh. No ones heard from Aaden in months. This bothers me not only as the leader but as his girl-which I'm Not. Great. Now on top of being grounded, I'm sitting here acting girly and needy. ARGH!!!!" Screw this! I start to head downstairs to plead my case with my parents when something out the window catches my eye. I lean in closer to get a good look. What I see astounds me: Soundlessly and
without hesitation, The humans line up and jump off the roof one at a time..."PLEASE NOTE: This book contains a scene in Chapter 12 that is for mature audiences only. Readers can skip this chapter without missing any info vital to the plot.
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